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Check Out Our Calendar of Events

Pro Shop/Office

The office and Pro Shop are open 10 to 5 Monday thru Saturday. All popular reloading
components are very hard to obtain so expect shortages and we have daily limits when
we do have them in stock. We have New Remington .223 55gr available in boxes of 50
for $27 and 100 for $51.

MARCH 2022 GUN SHOW!!!

Yes, it does look like we are going to have our Spring Gun Show. It's scheduled for
March 5 & 6, at the Linn County Fair and Expo Center. Wear your badge and get in
free! We have over 400 tables of merchandise for your viewing pleasure. Hours are
Saturday 9 AM to 5 PM and Sunday 9 AM to 3 PM. Admission is only $10 for the
premier gun show in the Willamette Valley.

For those who wish to volunteer, we need people from Friday morning to Sunday
afternoon. This includes 2, 12 hour over night shifts for Friday night and Saturday
night. The daytime shifts are broken down into 4-6 hour shifts.

TO SIGN UP FOR A SHIFT:
We are requiring all Volunteer request to be submitted by email only! DO NOT CALL
OR COME TO THE PRO SHOP TO SIGN UP!!!

Please send email to Office@arpc.info and include the following information:

Name.
Phone number.
If you have a preference of Day and Position, please let us know.

Thank you to all the ARPC volunteers. We cannot hold this event without your help.

Primer Mispackaging
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We received a shipment of primers that were packaged as
Federal #215 Large Magnum Rifle Primers. They are NOT
Large Magnum Primers but are small primers. We do not
know if they are Small Pistol, Small Rifle or a magnum
version of either. Please return them to the Pro Shop for a full
refund.

Lonely Pistol
We have a pistol that was left at the range a while back. No
one has enquired about it so we are reaching out to try to find
the owner. If this pistol looks familiar please contact Brian by
email execdirector@arpc.info

Volunteer RSO Program

Our RSO's are amazing volunteers who donate there time to helping keep our range a
safe and pleasant place to shoot. In 2021 they logged over 1300 hours of time total and
these 3 went in above and beyond what was necessary.
Russ Glenn (not even an RSO for a full year) put in 60 hours,
Darrin DeCoster put in 72 hours,
and Ron Steagal put in 90 hours.

Thank you to all of our RSO's and other volunteers for all of your hard work and time.
You are greatly appreciated!

If you are interested in becoming an RSO please contact Louis Thelen at
arpc.rso.mgr@gmail.com or by phone: 541-760-1792

Range Rule Updates being considered

We last updated our Range Rules in 2018. We have some updates we are considering
and would like your feedback. We try not to change rules without thorough thought
and input from the Board, RSOs, staff and membership. We also strive to not add
restrictions unless experience proves they are necessary. We also loosen restrictions
when we can. One example is the requirement to wear your badge at all times on the
range. The proposed rule change affects the North and East Bays and would allow you
to keep your badge in a visible spot in close proximity to you when performing
Dynamic drills. This change is in the interest of safety and will prevent a member from
having his badge/lanyard interfere with firearm manipulations. It also brings us in line
with how our Disciplines function. You will still be expected to wear your badge at all
other times. The changes are in red below but here are a few of the highlights.
Another change is allowing rifles to be carried muzzle up or muzzle down.  

We are proposing eliminating one approved target. Golf Balls. The golf ball can create
safety issues even when used within current ARPC Range Rules. One of our range
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rules (All Ranges #13) deals with cleaning up after you are done shooting. Many golf
balls end up either high on the berm, in another bay or up on the Butte. This creates a
dilemma. The member cannot safely retrieve the ball without going up on the berm ( a
safety violation) yet it is his responsibility to retrieve his target. The other problem is
the golf balls left on the upper berm areas and on the Butte are irresistible targets for
some other members. Since these balls are much higher than six feet and sometimes
outside of the bay, it is a range rule violation, and unsafe, to engage them. In order for
staff to remove the balls we need to shut down the entire North and East Bay complex,
send an employee up to pick them up and have another employee monitor the parking
lot for safety. We don’t have to do this all the time but it is an expense that is
unnecessary and preventable. We completely understand the thrill of hitting a small
reactionary target but this particular one isn’t worth the safety issues or cost.

We are considering redefining the straight wall pistol caliber rule on Bays 4 & 5. It
was instituted for several reasons: 1. To clearly define that an AR Pistol is not a pistol
allowed on bays 4 & 5.
2. Our new RSO program was in its infancy and we wanted our volunteers to easily
identify approved cartridges. 3. To keep 5.7 by 28 FN cartridges out of the bays. The
5.7 is smoking fast and will destroy the steel. Velocity damages steel quicker than high
energy, slower velocity bullets. The proposal would allow standard pistol caliber
cartridges. Exceptions for the 5.7 and the AR “pistol” cartridges such as: 223, 5.55,
300 Blackout, etc.  

 Setting up these bays as steel only has proved to be very popular. Both bays see higher
use than any other bay. Maintenance costs have dropped as more members started
following the rules and as we designed new targets that can live up to the pounding
they receive.

Most of the other changes offer clearer descriptions of procedures such as dynamic
shooting and guest sign procedures. If you have comments on these changes please
email them to Jim Gallant at ci@arpc.info, or Brian Boesch at execdirector@arpc.info.

ARPC RANGE RULES ALL RANGES

Safety is the responsibility of every member and
guest at Albany Rifle and Pistol Club. To safeguard members, guests, facilities and
equipment, ARPC has established the following rules and procedures.

THESE THREE GUN HANDLING RULES ARE THE SAFETY FOUNDATION
OF ARPC:

Always keep firearms pointed in a safe direction.
Always keep your finger off the trigger until your sights are on the target and ready to
fire.
Always keep the firearm unloaded until ready to shoot.

HOURS OF OPERATION: 7AM-9PM Monday through Friday, 8AM-8PM
Saturday & Sunday

ARPC is a “cold” range.
All firearms must be unloaded before entering the club and when not in use, with the
following exceptions:
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Law enforcement officers may carry loaded firearms to the extent required by
their organizational written procedures; however, such firearms must be
properly holstered or secured and may not be handled except in accordance
with their written procedures.
Concealed firearms may be carried so long as they are neither visible nor
apparent. Firearms carried under this provision may be loaded and if used on
the range must be handled per standard range rules.
Loaded firearms may be holstered on a firing line to practice drawing from a
holster. Pistol must be cleared to cold range condition once active shooting
is complete.

All legal, “hands on” firearms are allowed at ARPC such as pistols, shotgun and rifles.
All other devices such as cannons, mortars or other devices fired without direct
physical control are not allowed without Executive Board approval.
All firearms will be uncased and cased on the firing line with the muzzle facing
downrange. Any uncased rifle must be carried with the muzzle down or up; any
uncased handgun must be carried with the muzzle down.
Uncased firearms must always have the actions open (if possible) when not in use.
No person may go forward of a firing line except when the bay or range is “cold”.
Cold Range definition: A Cold Range means EVERYONE on the bay or range has
agreed to cease fire, all firearms are completely empty, magazines out, actions open
and firearms are either facing downrange, in a rack or cased. During a “cold range”
condition, no uncased firearms may be handled. The range is not Cold until these
conditions have been met. The audible and visual indicators on the main range are
there to let people outside and inside of the range know that the range is cold.
Eye and Ear protection is mandatory for all members and guests on ARPC property.
Exceptions are: inside vehicles, the Clubhouse, Office, Trap Building and North Range
Classroom. Ear protection may be removed when outside of a range or during cold
range conditions.
Stay off all berms including bullet impact berms and Saddle Butte.
Rifle Caliber full auto firing including binary or other similar triggers is
permitted on:

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays between 10am and 4pm.
Second and fifth Sundays and the first, third and fourth Saturdays of each
month between 10am and 4pm.
During club scheduled full auto events.

Commands of Staff, a Range Safety Officer, Discipline Director or Match Director
must be obeyed by everyone on the range.
Guests and minors on ARPC property must be accompanied by a club member, who is
responsible for their guest’s actions. Members must constantly monitor any guest that
is actively shooting. Members can only shoot when their guests are not actively
shooting. Guests must read, fill out and sign the Guest Liability Waiver in the
presence of the member and fill out and visibly wear a guest badge while on
ARPC property. Only two guests under direct member supervision may shoot at one
time. More than two guests may shoot at one time provided there is a separate ARPC
member directly supervising. Members and guests must wear identification badges.
During special events, competitors are not required to wear club or guest identification
badges. While practicing dynamic training, members may remove their badges as
long as the badge is readily visible and within close proximity. The member will
show their badge to Staff, a Range Safety Officer, Discipline Director or Match
Director upon request.
No alcoholic beverages, illicit drugs or recreational drugs including marijuana are
permitted on ARPC facilities. This includes empty alcoholic containers. No one is
allowed on ARPC property if they are impaired or under the influence of alcohol or
drugs.



Clean up after using a range by removing used targets, picking up empty cartridges and
squeegeeing if necessary. Always leave the range in better shape than when you found
it.
Informal shooting shall NOT interfere with scheduled events but may be permitted at
the discretion of the scheduled event please contact the Match Director if you have
questions.
Tracer ammunition and exploding targets are prohibited on all ranges except by
Executive Board approval.
Ammunition and magazines, not attached to firearms, may be handled at any time in all
areas except for safety areas or other areas marked ‘no ammunition allowed’.
Approved Targets: Shoot only targets approved for the bay or range you are using. See
specific range rules for the list. If you bring it to the range, take it home with you. No
golf balls, vegetables, fruit, glass, hazardous materials, flammable materials, rocks,
concrete or targets that create a mess may be used except by Executive Board approval.
Only ARPC clay bird throwers can be used on the Trap Range. No hand throwers are
allowed on any range.
Hunting is NOT allowed on ARPC property.
Pets on ARPC property must be leashed or in vehicles.
Smoking: ARPC follows Oregon Statutes regarding smoking in public places.
Smoking is not allowed in classrooms or enclosed shooting areas or within 10 feet of
entrances to those areas. The main range and shooting bays are not considered enclosed
shooting areas. Outside smoking is limited to gravel and concrete areas.
Discipline Directors and Match Directors set their own rules with approval and
oversight of the Vice-President and Chief Instructor.
Brass left on the ranges may be retrieved by members under the following conditions.

You may keep control of a bay to retrieve your brass as long as it is
relinquished for other members to use within 30 minutes of active shooting.
If you are retrieving brass left by LEO's or other members, you must use the
sign boards located between Bays 2 & 3 to notify members you are in the
bay but will relinquish the bay immediately relinquish the bay to members
wishing to shoot.
You may not retrieve brass from a bay or range under Discipline control until
they have completed all their cleanup. Check with the Discipline Director prior
to picking up brass.

SPECIFIC RULES – MAIN RANGE
If you see a dangerous or emergency condition- In a loud and clear voice say “CEASE
FIRE” repeatedly and push the “cold range” button. Explain the situation to members
and guests and agree on how to proceed. Solve the condition before resuming normal
operations.

NORMAL RANGE PROCEDURES

To go down range of the red firing line the range must be in a “cold” condition:

Physically talk with all persons on the firing line to make sure they are ready for a
“cold range” condition. Make sure to look for prone shooters who may not be readily
visible, then;
Walk both directions along the firing line to make sure all firearms are either cased or
empty, with actions open, and everyone is back behind the yellow line and not
handling firearms.
YOU are solely responsible for conditions a and b BEFORE continuing. In a loud and
clear voice say “Going Cold”, check left and right for compliance one more time, then
press the top button. This engages the audible and visible “Cold Range” status



indicators and must be on before anyone goes downrange or forward of the red firing
line.
All persons shall cross the firing line through the green striped zones only.
If anyone remains behind the firing line during a “cold range” condition, they must
stay behind the yellow line and not handle any uncased firearms.
Before turning off the “cold range” indicators make sure everyone is behind the
yellow line and communicate the firing line is going “HOT”. Be certain that no one is
down range, behind the target frames or on the walkways when terminating a “cold
range” condition. In a loud and clear voice say “Going Hot”, then push the bottom
button. Note, always use the buzzer- strobe system to indicate a “cold range” even if
you are by yourself. A verbal “cold range” can be used in case of an emergency or
power outage.
All types of firearms are allowed on the main range including pistol, rifle, black
powder, shotguns and full autos. (See #1 above under All Ranges).
APPROVED TARGETS: paper, cardboard, clay pigeons (use supplied clothes pins
and attach to chicken wire on target boards) and AR500 or better steel either provided
by ARPC or brought by the member. All targets, except for ARPC supplied and
maintained steel, including member supplied steel, must be attached to the target
Boards. Do not shoot target frames, rocks or any other target not approved for use.
12-yard plate racks are for PISTOL CALIBER HANDGUNS ONLY- NO PISTOL
CALIBER CARBINES, SHOTGUNS, RIFLE CALIBER PISTOLS OR RIFLES.

1. MINIMUM ALLOWED DISTANCE FOR ALL STEEL TARGET
ENGAGEMENT ON MAIN RANGE:

Handgun cartridges- 12 yards MINIMUM. All targets, except for ARPC supplied and
maintained steel, including member supplied AR500 or better steel, must be attached
to the target Boards. Do not shoot target frames, rocks or any other target not approved
for use.

Shotgun Slugs- 50 yards MINIMUM. All targets, except for ARPC supplied and
maintained steel, including member supplied AR500 or better steel, must be attached
to the target Boards. Do not shoot target frames, rocks or any other target not approved
for use.

Rifle cartridges- 100 yards MINIMUM. NO GREEN TIP OR ARMOR PIERCING
BULLETS MAY BE USED ON STEEL TARGETS.

All targets, except for ARPC supplied and maintained steel, including member
supplied AR500 or better steel, must be attached to the target Boards. Do not shoot
target frames, rocks or any other target not approved for use.

SPECIFIC RULES – NORTH & EAST RANGES
Park on the north side of the road across from the North Range bays or the parking lot
below the East Range bays. No parking next to or inside bay buildings except for
police emergency vehicles during law enforcement training (Law Enforcement
requirement). This keeps the ‘Fire / Emergency’ lane clear in front of the bay
buildings.
All “cold range” conditions are verbal on the North and East Ranges in all bays. When
not in use or to go to a cold range condition, all rifles will be: empty and cased OR
empty, actions open, and either in the rack or on the bench facing downrange. Pistols



shall be empty and cased OR empty, no magazine and holstered, OR action open, no
magazine and facing downrange on the bench. All people must be away from the
benches before the range is “cold”.
Dynamic shooting: Dynamic shooting (movement) is encouraged. Only one
shooter can shoot at a time. The shooter can shoot downrange or to the sides as
long as they do not shoot past 180 degrees maximum from where they are
located. The 180 degree definition- Stand facing directly downrange (90 degrees
off the building). You may shoot 90 degrees to the right or left at a minimum 5
yards downrange of the front edge of the building. Firearms must be cleared to
cold range condition once your string is complete.
All types of firearms, as described in “All Ranges #1”, are allowed on the North and
East Ranges including pistol, rifle, black powder, shotguns and full autos except bays 4
and 5.
Do not place any target higher than six feet above the bay floor. Do not shoot at
anything above the six-foot limit.
Targets approved for the North Range, EXCEPT BAYS 4 and 5, and all East Range
Bays; paper, cardboard, clay pigeons, firearm approved AR500 or better steel, golf
balls, tennis balls, clean cans, reactive targets (plastic ground bouncing targets) and
clean plastic bottles/jugs.
AR500 or better Steel targets must have a minimum shooting distance of:

12 yards for pistol caliber handguns and shot from shotguns.
50 yards in Bay 12 ONLY for shotgun slugs
Pistol caliber carbines or shotguns can be used with MEMBER SUPPLIED
AR500 or better STEEL ONLY.
Steel must be 100 yards minimum distance to be shot with rifles. Therefore,
rifles cannot be fired at steel targets on North or East Ranges.

Plate racks and other ARPC supplied steel are for PISTOL CALIBER HANDGUNS
ONLY- NO PISTOL CALIBER CARBINES, OR RIFLES.
Keep doors on bay buildings closed except during extremely warm conditions and
shoot from within the noise control structures when possible.
Whenever possible, share shooting bays with other members during busy times.
Hand clay bird throwers are not allowed in these ranges or on ARPC property.
Always keep gates between buildings closed.

Bay 4 and 5 Specific Rules
Bays 4 and 5 are for PISTOL CALIBER HANDGUNS ONLY. - Pistol caliber
handgun definition- Revolvers and standard pistols like 1911’s, Glocks, etc.
chambered in straight wall standard pistol caliber cartridges (exception 5.7x28) are
considered pistol caliber handguns. NO PISTOL CALIBER CARBINES, RIFLE
CALIBER PISTOLS, SHOTGUNS, OR RIFLES are allowed in Bays 4 and 5.
Pistol Caliber cartridges that are not allowed on ARPC supplied Steel: 5.7x28 FN
or any rifle cartridges such as .223, 5.56, 300 blackout or any other rifle cartridge.
 Use ARPC supplied targets only. Do not bring, set up, or shoot at anything other
than the supplied targets.
 Shoot from behind the bench only.

Training Suggestions from the Chief Instructor

How many of us love to shoot, want to improve, and take every chance we have to go
to the range to send some lead downrange? I suspect all of us! We practice our hobby,
with different levels of enthusiasm. Well, consider having a shooting buddy! As an
instructor, I have learned that we improve faster by shooting with someone, preferably



someone who is a better shooter than we are! Without observation, we may just repeat
the same mistakes we make each time we shoot alone. ARPC offers many classes, and
in those classes we highlight many drills. These drills, when practiced with a buddy,
will help you become the best shooter you can be. Participate in the disciplines. They
all encourage everyone to improve, through competition or friendly shoots. Take a
private lesson, invest in instruction instead of wasting ammo developing an incorrect
muscle memory. With ammo becoming more available, but still costly compared to the
past, lets make each training round count. What did you learn from that box of ammo?
Also, even if you find that you are shooting alone, see if you can set up a tripod or
stand for your cell phone camera and take videos of you shooting. What does your grip
and stance look like? Is your support hand contributing to a good grip? Of course,
safety is paramount, and we don’t want to shoot our phones (well, we probably do
sometimes) so practice safely and follow all of the safety rules. Lastly, YouTube and
the internet are great sources of information and training, some good, some bad. But
they do not observe and give useful feedback. We have over 3000 members, make
friends, find a shooting buddy, and enjoy yourself as you see the improvement in your
skills.

Jim Gallant
Chief Instructor, ARPC
Feb 2022

ARPC Classes in February

Safety & Basic Skills Evaluation: 3
Basic Handgun: February 6
Skills Clinic: February 10
Concealed Carry: February 12
Indoor Range Safety: February 12
New-Low Light Handgun: February 16 &17
AR Level 1: February 19
AR Fundamentals: February 20
Handgun Level 1: February 26

Private Instruction: Times to be determined on an individual basis

New- Private Classes available- Email for more information.

Please check out our calendar for more information regarding our classes.

To register for a class please email classes@arpc.info

Low Light Handgun

Our Low Light-Handgun Course is a Basic, low light shooting fundamentals course. In
the course students will be introduced to the concepts and skills needed to safely fire a
handgun while also identifying and lighting a target with a handheld flashlight.
Weapon mounted lights will be discussed/allowed however all students will be
expected to become proficient with flashlight skills.
As this is a more advanced course, successful completion of Handgun 1 is a
prerequisite for this course.
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The course will be taught in a two night format.
Students will need to bring a handgun (.380-.45) 100 rounds of ammunition, eye and
ear protection and a handheld flashlight they would utilize in a home protection
situation. Students are encouraged to dress appropriately for the weather conditions.

Basic Handgun

Our Basic Handgun class at ARPC focuses on handgun familiarity and safety. There
are no prerequisites for this class. The intent is to provide basic training for those with
little or no shooting experience and for those who want a refresher on the basics. We
have had experienced shooters with no formal training benefit from taking this class.
Basic Handgun is 5 hours and participants will need a semi-auto handgun, and 50
rounds of new ammo (.380 to .45)

Safety & Basic Skills Evaluation

This is a Skills Evaluation Test to demonstrate that you possess the necessary skill
level to bypass our basic classes and advance into Level 1 Handgun or AR Level 1
THIS IS NOT AN INSTRUCTIONAL OR A TEACHING CLASS!!

Concealed Carry

In this class you will receive the training qualifying you to apply for both the Oregon
Concealed Handgun License and the Utah Concealed Firearm Permit. We teach both
because the Oregon permit is limited to Oregon only, so travel out of state is
problematic. The Utah concealed permit covers 32+ states. What makes this course
unique is that we also provide the photo, the two sets of fingerprints, the application,
and an addressed and stamped envelope for the Utah license, so after class you can just
drop it in the mailbox. ARPC is a non-profit organization and provides this service to
the community by helping to subsidize the cost of this class.

Skills Clinic

The purpose of ARPC Classes is to ensure that you get the training you need to use
your firearm safely and proficiently. With this in mind, we are now offering a free
clinic that allows you to get additional training on one skill that was covered in the
ARPC classes that you passed. One Clinic per class please. 

AR Fundamentals

Our AR Fundamentals class at focuses on the modern sporting rifle (MSR) familiarity
and safety. There are no prerequisites for this class, as the intent is to provide basic
training for those with little or no shooting experience, and for those who want a
refresher on the basics. You may bring any modern sporting rifle (MSR), which
includes AR-15 style firearms and AK's, but please be aware that advanced classes will
be AR-15 (.223 or 5.56) only. AR Fundamentals is a 6 hour class and participants will
need a MRS, 60 rounds of new ammo, 2 mags holding 10 or more rounds. 

Level 1 Classes

Handgun Level 1



Level 1 Handgun is the next level above our Basic Handgun class and will build on the
skills and knowledge covered in that class. The prerequisite is either Basic Handgun
Class or our Safety & Basic Skill Evaluation. Level 1 Handgun will be 6 hours and
participants will need to bring a semi-auto handgun (.380 to .45), 100 rounds of new
ammo, and an outside the waist holster.

AR Level 1

This class is the next level above our AR Fundamentals class and will build on the
skills and knowledge covered in that class. The prerequisite is either ARPC’s AR
Fundamentals or our Safety & Basic Skill Evaluation. AR Level 1 will be 6 hours and
participants will need to bring an AR-15 (.223 or 5.56), 100 rounds of new ammo, and
at least 2 Mags holding 10 or more rounds.

Jr Member Headed To Nationals!!!

Cayden Cormany, one of our 4-H Shooting Sports members, has qualified for the 4-H
National Competition and is Nebraska bound next summer to represent Oregon! He is
a National Qualifier for Shotgun this year. Cayden received the high score in Trap for
his division. He will be competing in Trap, Skeet and Sporting Clays. He has practiced
a lot and his dedication to the sport has provided him with this opportunity. We have a
donation box set up in the office to help offset the expenses for the trip. If you can
assist Cody please drop off your donations the next time you are at the Range.
The competitors and their families are responsible for all travel expenses. We have
some very dedicated volunteers at ARPC who donate hundreds of hours to help these
kids. It is a blessing to be surrounded by so many dedicated competitors and
volunteers! Please consider helping out if you can.

Membership Account Access

We are utilizing QuickBooks Online to simplify the renewal and New Member
process. This is a simple and safe system to use. We will email you an invoice. With a
few simple clicks and your credit card information your dues will be paid. You will
receive an emailed receipt showing your dues are paid. You can also mail us a check or



pay in person. As an ARPC member you have access to your own section of the
website. In that section you can update your mailing address and email
address. Forgotten your login information? No problem. Just email the office and we'll
send a reminder to your email address that we have on file.

Newsletter Classifieds Policy

All Sale/Wanted Items are on a monthly basis. If you wish to place an ad or have your
ad continue to run , you will have to inform us either by email (frontoffice@arpc.info)
or in-person no later than the 25th of each month. NO PICTURES.

Classified Section

FOR SALE:
Used, but in good condition, black Vortex Strike Eagle 1-6x24 scope and Vortex
picatinny rail mount for sale. Scope has AR-BDC reticle that can light up red via
battery power. Asking $275 for both, OBO. Please reach out with questions or
inquiries.
Chris Pay
cpay08@gmail.com

FOR SALE:
This is a used scope that was only used a few times. The scope has a duplex reticle and
a parallax adjustment at the objective lens. Also included are: a sunshade, a set of rings
that will fit a picatinny rail, the original box and the original instructions. (Date of
purchase unknown.)
Jeff Starkey
(503) 409-3123

FOR SALE:
2 Surefire 100-round AR15 Magazines, both new, never loaded
   1 sealed in packaging: $150
   1 not in packaging, but with mfg seal on feed lips: $120
Tasco Scope Guide bore sighter: $5
6.5 Creedmoor Lee Factory Crimp Die, New: $12
Contact Mark Baur, markbaur@gmail.com

FOR SALE:
Ceskoslovenska Zbrojovka Brno model 22F
CZ rifle chambered in 7x57(275Rigby, 7mm mauser) with QD german glass
Great condition
$1200 OBO
W.V. Steiger Thun Model 1869/71 Vetterli Bolt action
Chambered in .41 Swiss (rimfire)
$500
Harpers ferry rifle
US stamp - 1851 
$250
Contact: Cody O'Neil 
oneil911@gmail.com
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360-270-8059

FOR SALE:
Redding 416 Remington MAG Three die deluxe set $25.00
Vortex LO PRO bubble level for 30mm Scope $20.00
1911 eight 7 round magazine in with bumpers in excellent shape $10.00 each
Ultradyne Apollo S muzzle brake 5/8-24 $50.00
6.5 Creedmoor with Remington action and Bartlein M24 8 twist 5R rifling 26" and
diamond fluting with only 120 rounds down the new barrel and McRess G10 rifle
stock with options plus APA third generation little bastard muzzle brake and Warne
20MOA scope rail with Remington 700 trigger $1245.00 or with Bix'n Andy Tac Sport
PRO trigger $1395.00
Donald Walters
503-799-5117
Albany OR.

FOR SALE:
Ruger Mini-14 Ranch Rifle, 2017 model with classic wood furniture in caliber 5.56.
Comes with two 5rd mags, factory picatinny rail, 1inch and 30mm scope rings. - $800
Drake Vidkjer
707-486-4181
drake.vidkjer@gmail.com

Friends of ARPC
Please support these businesses who advertise for us.

Badman Bullets
Thor Targets

Tick Licker Firearms
JNC Gunsmithing

 FIFTY1FIFTY TACTICAL
Shepherd Custom Arms

M2 Outdoor Sports
Northwest Self-Defense Education

Sportsman's Warehouse
Coastal Farm

Oregon Firearms Federation
G.A.S. Inc

Linn County Mounted Posse
Counter Strikes International

McCluskey Arms

ARPC
Website

About UsAbout Us 
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https://www.fifty1fiftytactical.com/
http://www.sheparms.com
http://www.m2outdoorsports.com/
http://www.nwsde.com/
http://www.sportsmanswarehouse.com/
http://www.coastalfarm.com/
http://www.oregonfirearms.org/
http://gungoodies.com/
https://www.linnsheriff.org/volunteer-programs/mounted-posse/
http://www.counterstrikes.org
https://www.themccluskeyarmscompany.com/
https://www.arpc.info/


Albany Rifle and Pistol Club is centrally located in Linn County, Oregon and consists
of six ranges. We are a membership club; however, we feature a wide variety of

shooting disciplines and educational classes that are open to the public. Contact us to
schedule a range tour. You'll like what you see. 

Office and Pro Shop Hours, Monday through Saturday, 10AM-5PM 

Albany Rifle and Pistol Club | 541-491-3755 | office@arpc.info | www.arpc.info

Copyright © 2019 · All Rights Reserved · Albany Rifle and Pistol Club and
Firearms Training Facility, LLC, provides this newsletter "as is" and makes no
representations, warranties or endorsements, expressed or implied, in relation

to this newsletter or the information and materials provided in this
newsletter. Locate your member number in this edition within ten days of

receipt and call to win a $20 gift certificate to the Pro Shop! 
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